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The effects of von Neumann postselected measurement on the nonclassicality of single-photon-
added coherent state (SPACS) are studied. Explicit expressions and analytical results for various
field properties of SPACS such as the photon number distribution, the Mandel Qm factor and the
squeezing parameter of field quadrature after postselected von-Neuman measurement are investi-
gated. The results showed that the nonclassicality of SPACS after measurement changed dramat-
ically than initial state. The measurement let SPACS possess more strong sub-Poissonian photon
statistics in some definite coupling strength regimes and large weak values which accompanied by
low postselection probabilities.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The preparation and optimization of non-classical
quantum states have great importance in quantum infor-
mation processing including single photon generation and
detection [1], gravitational wave detection [2, 3], quan-
tum teleportation [4–7], quantum computation [8], gen-
eration and manipulation of atom-light entanglement [9–
11], and precision measurement [12] etc.. It is well known
that the implementation of those processes depends on
the generation and optimization of the related input ra-
diation fields such as coherent states [13–15], squeezed
states [16–18], even and odd coherent states [19–22], dis-
placed and squeezed number states [23], and binomial
states [24, 25]. Thus, it is worthy to study the inherent
properties of radiation fields to find the suitable quan-
tum states for effectively implement the above mentioned
quantum information processing.There are some radia-
tion fields which initially have classical properties, but
after added some photons possess nonclassical properties.
The photon- added coherent states (PACSs) are typical
example.
PACSs was introduced by Agarwal and Tara in
1991[26], and this state exhibits an intermediate property
between a classical coherent state and a purely quantum
Fock state. If we only consider the one photon excitation
of a classical coherent field, the generated state is called
single-photon-added coherent state (SPACS). SPACS not
only have interesting properties, but also be useful for
possible future applications including the engineering of
quantum states [27] and quantum information protocols
[28], entangle state generation [29]. After Zavatta et al
first studied the experimental generation of the SPACS
and visualized the evolution of the quantum-to-classical
transition [30], various schemes to generation [31, 32] and
enhance the nonclassicality of SPACS widely investigated
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[33–35]. In general, the enhancement of nonclassicality of
SPACS depends on the optimization of this state, and the
optimization of quantum states are related to quantum
measurement.
Measurement is a basic concept in physical science and
any information of the system can be obtained from the
measurement processes. In general, a measurement com-
posed of three parts, i.e., measuring device, measured
system and environment. According the requirements of
quantum measurement, in a quantum measurement pro-
cess, there should be have interaction between measuring
device (pointer) and measured system and this interac-
tion should be short enough to guarantee the measure-
ment precision. Thus, in quantum measurement theory
interaction Hamiltonian can be expressed by von New-
mann Hamiltonian as H = gAˆ ⊗ Pˆ [36]. Here, Aˆ is the
operator of measured system we want to measure, Pˆ the
canonical momentum of measuring device, and g repre-
sent the measuring strength. The measurement strength
can decide the amount of information of the measured
system during after measurement. That is to say, if the
interaction strength between the measured system and
apparatus (measuring device) is strong, i.e. g ≫ 1, then
we can get the information of the system we want to
get by single trial with very small error. Whereas, if the
interaction strength between measured system and appa-
ratus is very weak, i.e. g ≪ 1, the interference between
different eigenvalues of the system observable we want to
measure still exist and can’t distinguish them. In weak
coupling case ( g ≪ 1) we only can get very trivial in-
formation of the system by single trial [37]. However,
the mission of getting enough information of the system
observable in weak coupling regime, introduced a new
kind of quantum measurement theory which called weak
measurement.
The weak measurement which characterized by posts-
election and weak value was proposed by Aharonov, Al-
bert, and Vaidman in 1988 [37], and considered as a
generalized von Neumann quantum measurement theory.
2In weak measurement theory, the coupling between the
pointer and the measured systems is sufficiently weak and
the obtained information by single trial is trivial. Even
though the postselected weak measurement on single sys-
tem provides trivial information, by repeating it on an
arbitrarily large ensembles of identical system we can de-
termine the average result with arbitrary precision [38] .
One of the distinguished properties of weak measurement
compared with strong measurement is that its induced
weak value of the observable on the measured system can
be beyond the usual range of the eigenvalues of that ob-
servable [39]. The feature of weak value usually referred
to as an amplification effect for weak signals rather than
a conventional quantum measurement and used to am-
plify many weak but useful information in physical sys-
tems. So far, the weak measurement technique has been
applied in different fields to investigate very tiny effects,
such as beam deflection [40–44], frequency shifts [45], an-
gular shifts [46], velocity shifts [47], and even tempera-
ture shift [48]. For details about the weak measurement
and its applications in signal amplification processes, we
refer the reader to the recent overview of the field [49, 50].
In weak measurement we only consider the evolution of
unitary operator upto its first order since the interac-
tion strength between the system and measuring device
very weak. However, if we want to connect the weak
and strong measurement, check to clear the measurement
feedback of postselected weak measurement and analyze
experimental results obtained in nonideal measurements,
the full order evolution of unitary operator is needed [51–
53], we call this kind of measurement is postselected von
Neumann measurement.
The signal amplification properties of weak measure-
ment can be used in state optimization problems. Re-
cently, the state optimization problem by using postse-
lected von Neumann measurement have been presented
widely, such as taking the Gaussian states [49, 54],
Hermite- Gaussian or Laguerre-Gaussian states, and non-
classical states [55, 56]. The advantages of non-classical
pointer states in increasing postselected measurement
precision have been examined in recent studies[56–58]. In
Ref. [59], the authors studied the effects of postselected
measurement characterized by modular value [60] to show
the properties of semi-classical and non-classical pointer
states considering the coherent, coherent squeezed, and
Schrodinger cat state as a pointer. Most recently, the au-
thor of this paper investigated the effects of postselected
von Neumann measurement on the properties of single-
mode radiation fields [61], and found that postselected
von Neumann measurement really changed the photon
statistics and squeezing parameters of radiation fields for
different weak values and coupling strengths. However,
to our knowledge, the effects of postselected von Neu-
mann measurement on the nonclassicality of SPACS has
not been previously investigated, neither exactly nor an-
alytically, in any literature.
In this paper, motivated by the previous studies
[58, 59, 61], we investigate the effects of postselected von
Neumann measurement on nonclassicality of SPACS. In
order to achieve our goal, we take the spatial degree of
freedom of SPACS as pointer and its polarization de-
gree of freedom as measured system. First of all, we
obtained the normalized final state of SPACS after posts-
elected von Neumann measurement by taking all interac-
tion strengths between system and measuring device into
account. Then calculate the exact expressions and give
numerical results of physical quantities of SPACS such as
photon number distribution, Qmfactor and squeezing pa-
rameter. Thu numerical results showed that postselected
von Neumann measurement dramatically changed the
noncalssicality of SPACS. We notice that in our scheme
the measurement strengths and weak values have impor-
tant role in changing the nonclassicality of SPACS.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec.
II, we introduce the basic model setup for our scheme. In
Sec. IV, we give the details about the effects of postse-
lected von Nuemann measurement on the noncalssicality
of SPACS. In section we calculate the photon number
distribution, Mandel Qmfactor and squeezing parameter
of SPACS, and found that postselected von Nuemann
measurement can change the nonclassicality of SPACS
by changing the coupling strengths and weak values. We
give a conclusion to our paper in Sec. V. Throughout
this paper, we use the unit ~ = 1.
II. MODEL SETUP
In this section, we introduce the related theories to our
current research. According to the standard quantum
measurement theory, the coupling interaction between
system and measuring device is taken to the standard
von Neumann type Hamiltonian [36]
H = gδ(t− t0)Aˆ⊗ Pˆ . (1)
Here, g is a coupling constant and Pˆ is the conjugate
momentum operator to the position operator Xˆ of the
measuring device, i.e., [Xˆ, Pˆ ] = iIˆ. Aˆ is observable of
the measured system we want to measure. In general,
to guarantee the measurement precision, the interaction
time between measured system and measuring device is
too short so that
∫ T
0
gδ(t−t0)dt = g. Thus, the time evo-
lution operator e−i
∫
T
0
Hdt of our system can be written
as e−igA⊗Pˆ .
The position operator Xˆ and momentum operator Pˆ of
measuring device can be written in terms of annihilation
(creation) operators, aˆ(aˆ†) in Fock space representation
as
Xˆ = σ(a† + a), (2)
Pˆ =
i
2σ
(a† − a), (3)
where σ is the width of the beam. We know that the
annihilation (creation) operators a (a†) obey the com-
mutation relation, [a, a†] = 1. By substituting Eq.(3) to
3unitary evolution operator e−igAˆ⊗Pˆ for system observ-
able Aˆ which satisfies the property Aˆ2 = Iˆ, we get
e−igAˆ⊗Pˆ =
1
2
(Iˆ + Aˆ)⊗D(s
2
) +
1
2
(Iˆ − Aˆ)⊗D(−s
2
), (4)
where parameter s defined by s :≡ g/σ and it can char-
acterize the measurement strength of our scheme, and
D(α) is a displacement operator with complex α defined
by D(α) = eαa
†−α∗a . Note that we can say that the
coupling between system and pointer is weak (strong) if
s≪ 1(s≫ 1), and in this study we will consider all inter-
action strengths between system and measuring device.
If we assume that initially the system prepared to
|ψi〉 and the initial state of the measuring device is |Ψ〉,
then the evolution of the total system can be written
as e−igAˆ⊗Pˆ |ψi〉|Ψ〉 . Since our mission is to study the
measurement effects on the properties of state |Ψ〉, the
normalized final state of the measuring device can be
obtained by taking the postselection with postselected
state |ψf 〉 onto e−igAˆ⊗Pˆ |ψi〉|Ψ〉. After some calculation,
it reads
|Φ〉 = β
[
(1 + 〈Aˆ〉w)D(s
2
) + (1− 〈Aˆ〉w)D(−s
2
)
]
|Ψ〉.
(5)
Here, the normalization coefficient β defined by
β =
1√
2
[1 + |〈Aˆ〉w|2 + γ2e− s
2
2 Re[(1 + 〈A〉w)∗(1− 〈Aˆ〉w)×
e2siIm[α](1 + (α∗ + s)(α − s))]]− 12 , (6)
and
〈A〉w = 〈ψf |Aˆ|ψi〉〈ψf |ψi〉 (7)
is the weak value of system observable A. In general, the
weak value 〈A〉w is complex and can beyond the average
values of eigenvalues of observable A. That is to say,
if the preselection state |ψi〉 and postselection state |ψf 〉
are almost orthogonal, the 〈A〉w can take large values and
this feature of weak measurement used as amplification
of weak signals of realated physical systems.
In this paper, we consider the spatial transversal free-
dom of SPACS as measuring device and its polarization of
freedom as measured system, and study the effects of the
measurement which performed on polarization part on
the inherent properties of spatial part of SPACS. Assume
that initially we prepared the system to the polarization
state |ψi〉 = cos ϕ2 |H〉+ eiδ sin ϕ2 |V 〉 and consider the ob-
servable Aˆ = σˆx = |H〉〈V | + |V 〉〈H |. After weak mea-
surement, the system state postselected to |ψf 〉 = |H〉,
then the weak value 〈σx〉w can be obtained as
〈σx〉w = eiδ tan ϕ
2
. (8)
Here, |H〉 and |V 〉 are horizontal and vertical polariza-
tion of the beam with eigenvalues 1 and −1, respectively.
From this expression we can see that this weak value
is a complex number and its value can be beyond the
eigenvalues of σˆx. However, this large weak values ac-
companied by low successful postselection probability,
Ps = |〈ψf |ψi〉|2 = cos2 ϕ2 .
As mentioned earlier, in this paper, we consider SPACS
as measuring device, and its expression is given by
|Ψ〉 = γa†|α〉 (9)
where γ = (1 + |α|2)−1 is normalization coefficient, and
|α〉 = D(α)|α〉 is coherent sate with coherent parameter
α = reiθ. As proposed in original paper of Agarwal [26],
this state can be produced in nonlinear processes in cav-
ities, and its first implementation is given with nonlinear
optical scheme [30]. It is well known that if we subtract
on photon from coherent radiation field, the generated
state still is a classical field. i.e., a|α〉 = α|α〉. However,
a single-photon excitation of a coherent state changes it
into something quite different. In other words, the appli-
cation of the creation operator a† changes completely the
classical coherent state into a new quantum state which
posses nonclassicality. The purpose of our study is to
check the effects of measurement on the nonclassicality
of SPACS by taking into account the signal amplification
property of postselected von Nuemann measurement.
III. EFFECTS ON PHOTON STATISTICS
In this section, in order to investigate the effects
of postselected von Nuemann measurement on photon
statistics of SPACS, we check the photon number distri-
bution and Mandel Qm factor of SPACS after measure-
ment.
A. Photon number distribution
In this subsection, we check the effect of postselected
von Neumann measurement on photon number distribu-
tion of SPACS. The probability of finding n photons un-
der the final state |Φ〉 of SPACS after measurement is
given by
P (n) = |〈n|Φ〉|2. (10)
The explicit expression of P (n) can be obtained by sub-
stituting |Φ〉 which is given in Eq. (5) to above expres-
sion, and its corresponding numerical results are shown in
Fig. 1. From previous studies it can be deduced that the
initial SPACS have sub-Poissonian distribution [? ], and
the solid black curve in Fig. 1(a) represent the photon
number distribution of initial SPACS. In Fig. 1 (a) we
check the effects of interaction strengths on photon num-
ber distribution, the result showed that with increasing
the interaction strength, the photon number distribution
of SPACS become broader and occur oscillation in def-
inite photon regions. We know that weak value have
4No interaction
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Figure 1. (Color online) Photon number distribution P (n)
of SPACS after postselected von Nuemann measurement as a
function photon numbers n for different coupling strengths s
with fixed weak value (ϕ = pi
3
) in (a), and for different weak
values with fixed coupling strength (s = 0.1) in (b) . Here,
δ = pi
4
, r = 2, θ = pi
9
.
amplification property on weak signals when pre- and
pos-selection of system state almost orthogonal. In Fig.1
(b) we display the photon number distribution P (n) of
SPACS as a function of photon numbers n for different
weak values. As indicated in Fig. 1 (b), in weak mea-
surement regime, the probability of finding n photons de-
creased as increases the weak value, and photon distribu-
tion curves become narrower than initial state. This im-
plies that in weak measurement regime, after postcelect
von Neumann measurement, the sub-Poissonian property
of SPACS is increased with large weak values.
B. the Mandel Qm factor of SPACS
The photon variance of initial SPACS less than its
mean photon number so that it has nonclassicality which
characterized by sub-Poissonian photon statistics [26].
We know that if the underling P - function does not pos-
sess or negative Wigner function is negative then the
corresponding radiation field have nonclassicality, and
SPACS which defined in Eq. (9) possess both of them
[26]. However, in this study, in order to check the effects
of postselected von Nuemann measurement on nonclas-
sicality of SPACS, we choose the experimentally accessi-
ble method—Mandel Qm factor. This parameter is very
useful to characterize the nonclassicality of any radiation
field and it was introduced by Mandel in 1979 [62]. Ac-
cording to his study, if any distribution which is narrower
than Poissonian distribution must correspond to a non-
classical radiation field, and this nonclassicality of that
radiation field can be characterized by MandelQm factor.
The definition of Mandel Qm factor is
Qm =
〈(a†a)2〉 − 〈a†a〉2 − 〈a†a〉
〈a†a〉 . (11)
It is clear from the above expression that Qm = 0 for
coherent state and Qm = −1 for Fock state. The nega-
tivity of Qm (−1≪ Qm < 0 ) is a sufficient condition for
the field to be nonclassical [63]. However, if Qm > 0 we
can’t make a conclusion about the nonclassicality of the
field.
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Figure 2. (Color online) The MandelQm parameter of SPACS
after postselected von Neumann measurement as a function
of coherent state parameter r for different coupling strengths
s with fixed weak value (ϕ = pi
9
) in (a), and for different weak
values with fixed coupling strength (s = 0.1) in (b) . Here,
δ = 0, θ = pi
4
.
The Qm parameter for initial pointer state |Ψ〉 is given
by
Qm,Ψ = −γ2 1 + 2|α|
2 + 2|α|4
1 + 3|α|2 + |α|4 . (12)
Furthermore, the Qm,Φ can be obtained by calculating
the expectation values in Eq. (11) under the final normal-
ized state of the pointer |Φ〉 after measurement. Since the
explicit expression of Qm,Φ is too cumbersome to show
in this paper, we only give its numerical results in Fig.
2. In Fig.2 (a), we plot Qm,Φ as a function of coherent
state parameter r, and solid black curve (s = 0) repre-
sent to initial state case which is described by Qm,Ψ . It
is showed that the nonclassicality of photon added coher-
ent state is attenuated as coupling strength s increases
for definite weak value. In Fig. 2 (b), we check the
effects of different weak values on Mandel Qm,Φ param-
eter for fixed coupling strength. As indicated in Fig.2
(b), the nonclassicality of photon added coherent state
is increased as increases of weak value in weak coupling
regime (s < 1), and these results keep accordance with
numerical results of photon number distribution which
presented in Fig. 1. From the Fig. 2 (a) and (b) we can
induce that in weak coupling regime the photon statis-
tics of photon added coherent state gradually changed
more sub-Poissonian as increases the weak value which
accompanied by low postselection probabilities.
IV. EFFECTS ON SQUEEZING PARAMETER
OF THE FIELD
In this section, we study the effects of postselected
von neumann measurement on squeezing parameter of
SPACS. In general, the squeezing parameter of radiation
field is defined as [63]
Sφ = (△Xφ)2 − 1
2
(13)
where
Xφ =
1√
2
(ae−iφ + a†eiφ), φ ∈ [0, 2pi] (14)
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Figure 3. (Color online) The squeezing parameter Sφ
of SPACS after postselected von Nuemann measurement.
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Figure 4. (Color online) The squeezing parameter Sφ SPACS
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is the quadrature operator of the field with
[Xˆφ, Xˆφ+pi
2
] = i (15)
and
(△Xφ)2 = 〈Φ|X2φ|Φ〉 − 〈Φ|Xφ|Φ〉2. (16)
From the definition of Sφ, it can be seen that Sφ ≥ − 12 .
If − 12 ≤ Sφ ≤ 0, then there have squeezing effect of
corresponding quadrature of radiation field. For initial
pointer state |Ψ〉, the squeezing parameter Sφ,Ψ is given
by
Sφ,Ψ = γ
4
[
1− |α|2 cos 2 (φ− θ)] . (17)
From this expression, Eq. (17), it can be deduced that
only when |α|2 > 1 with φ = θ, there will occur a squeez-
ing of the corresponding quadrature of SPACS. It is well
known that the coherent state is a minimum uncertainty
state and squeezing parameter is equal to zero. However,
after added on photon, its squeezing feature changed dra-
matically since the generated new radiation field possess
nonclassicality.
The explicit expression of squeezing parameter Sφ of
SPACS after postselected von neumann measurement can
be calculated by using the final state |Φ〉 and Eqs. (13).
Since its exact expression is too cumbersome to show
here, in this paper we just analyzed the corresponding nu-
merical results. As detailed in Fig. 3 and Fig.4, the post-
selected von nuemann measurement changed the squeez-
ing effect of photon added coherent state significantly. In
Fig. 3(a) we plot the Sφ,Φ vs coherent state parameter
r. The black solid curves in Fig. 3 (a) represent the
squeezing parameter of initial SPACS |Ψ〉 , i.g. Xφ=pi
2
,Ψ
, and other curves represents, Sφ=pi
2
,Φ, after postselected
measurement with various coupling coupling strengths
for Xφ=pi
2
. It can be seen from Fig. 3(a) that squeez-
ing parameter of SPACS is increased in postselected von
nuemann measurement for some regions. In Fig. 3(b)
and (c) we check the effects of different weak values on
squeezing effect of SPACS for fixed coupling strength and
fixed coherent state papramter r. The results showed
that weak values induced by postselected non Nuemann
measurement can increase the squeezing effect of SPACS
for definite coupling strengths compared to initial SPACS
(see the black solid curve in Fig.3(a)). As mentioned
above, the squeezing effects of initial SPACS phase de-
pendent and if only the condition θ = φ is satisfied then
there will occur the squeezing of corresponding quadra-
ture of the SPACS. However, as indicated in Fig. 3(d),
the condition θ = φ is no more needed to realize the
quadrature squeezing of SPACS after postselected non
Nuemann measurement. The result indicated that the
squeezing effect increased with increasing the coupling
strength s between system and measuring device com-
pared to no interaction case (see the black solid curve in
Fig. 3 (d)).
In order to further study the effects of weak values on
phase catch condition of squeezing parameter of SPACS
after poseslected von Nuemann measurement, in Fig. 4
we plot the squeezing parameter Sφ=pi
2
,Φ for various weak
values. It is visible by comparing the Figs. 4(a) and (b)
that the condition θ = φ is not necessary for realizing
the squeezing effect of field quadratures of SPACS after
postselected von neumann measurement.
V. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS
In this study, we investigated the effects of postselected
von Nuemann measurement on nonclassicality of SPACS.
In order to achieve our goal, first of all we drived ex-
plicit expression of SPACS after measurement by con-
sidering all coupling strengths between system and mea-
suring device. We checked the photon number distri-
bution, Mandel Qm factor and squeezing parameter of
SPACS after postselected von Nuemann measurement for
various system parameters. Our numerical results are
given according to the exact expressions of correspond-
ing physical quantities and they showed that postselected
von Nuemann measurement can change the nonclassical-
ity which characterized by sub-Poissonian photon distri-
bution of SPACS dramatically. We found that with in-
6creasing the weak values the photon number distribution
becomes narrower, the negativity of Mandel Qm factor
and squeezing parameter are increased than initial state.
Our numerical results also showed that after postselected
von Nuemann measurement, the squeezing parameter of
SPACS is no more suffer the rigid phase matching con-
dition as initial state.
We anticipate that the presented optimization scheme
of nonclassicality of SPACS in this paper would be help-
ful to provide other effective methods to implement the
related practical problems in quantum information pro-
cessing as listed in introduction part. Furthermore, in
this paper we only consider one photon excitation of co-
herent radiation field, and it is a simple case of PACSs.
Thus, effects of postslected von Nuemann measurement
on radiation field properties of more that one photon ex-
citation of coherent radiation field is still worth to study.
Work along this line is in progress and results will be
presented in near future.
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